5. The Bald Mountain and the City of Witches
Both the history and folklore of Kyiv
are related to mountains (hills).
There are over 30 of them in Kyiv.
Some of them serve as historical
sights, some of them hide the
Serpent, and some of them serve as
a place for witchcraft. Some
mountains are called bald. The title
is derived from the fact that no
vegetation is growing there, and, of
course, it is fertile soil for beliefs.
Bald Mountains are considered to be
the places of witches’ sabbath.

URL: https://tripfreakz.com/offthebeatenpath/lysa-hora-the-myths-and-legend-of-the-evil-bald-mountain-kiev
City guides claim there are 14 Bald Mountains in Kyiv, other sources say there are 4 of them. There are also debates
about which one is the most “authentic”. Although they might be not bald anymore, they remain the places for
witchcraft, neo-paganism, and mysticism. One of them has a new-raised Perun’s temple and serves as a place of
gathering for neo-pagans.

The ethnographic collection of 1872 by Pavlo Chubyn’s’kyi includes the following beliefs:

URL: http://irbis-nbuv.gov.ua/ulib/item/UKR0002686
Труды этнографическо-статистической
экспедиции в Западно-Русский край,
снаряженной Императорским Русским
Географическим Обществом. Юго-Западный
отдел. Материалы и исследования : [в 7 т.] /
собрал П. П. Чубинский. Т. 1 : [Верования и
суеверия. Загадки и пословицы. Колдовство] /
изд. под наблюдением П. А. Гильтебрандта. –
Санкт-Петербург: [Тип. В. Безобразова и Комп.].
– 1872.

“(Lutsk county). Those women who shape-shifting into cats or
other animals and take away milk from others’ cows are
considered to be witches. How they do shape-shifting – is
unknown. Witches get along with devils. Folks are afraid of them
and try to avoid any unpleasant encountering with them. Withes,
on St.John’s day (Ivana Kupala), departure to the Bald Mountain,
to Kyiv, riding a broomstick or poker.
(Kholm Rus’). Witches’ exclusive business is milking (others’)
cows, and they can transform themselves into a dog, and in
extremely difficult cases they become invisible. They gather to fly
to the Bald Mountain, to Kyiv, at a certain time, and there they
amuse themselves with devils. The witch has a tail.” (Chubyn’s’kyi
1872: 199)

Witches also keep gathering at Bald Mountains, moreover, nowadays it is the place for witches from different covens.
Thus, as “Witch Cauldron”, an esoteric shop reports, on the 31st of March and 7th of April 2022 they gathered to
perform a ritual against Putin:
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Dear colleagues, witches, magicians, and sorcerers.
As it was planned, on March 31st, we held one of our Sabbath ritual.
Usually, there is a majestic number of hindrances before such rituals. However, there
were no acts of sabotage or attacks this time, everything went tight and smooth.
We have warned.
Every single enemy will be punished. Terrible torments and heavenly punishment are
waiting for everyone.
Strength and truth are on our side. Our army and our cities are under the protection
of the Higher Forces.
We continue to do our job. We gathered 150 people - cemetery witches, Lilith's
followers, pagans, elemental magicians – everyone works in their field, and everyone
has their bloc of tasks. We continue gathering forces.
From the haze on the enemy’s forces to protective domes over our cities, from
bedeviling enemies to awakening the dead, who will stand up for our defence, from
breaking through enemies’ magical defence to the ancient curse of the Nidstong
Vikings.
There has never been such a unity of black and white, light and dark (witches). One
cannot lose while having such a rear. The rituals are planned for 40 days ahead. The
nearest one is on 04/07/2022.
They already felt our strike. They are going to feel the second one by Easter, more
powerful. We go all the way.
The first sign after our Sabbath is the withdrawal of the troops from the Kyiv region.
The entire region is now free from the invaders.
Everything will be Ukraine.
The truth is on our side.
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The narrative about witches, or how they are entitled now,
fighting or combative witches, got active when NATO kept
refusing to shell the sky over Ukraine:
When NATO is afraid to shell the sky, and we must do it on
our own.

Ukrainian fighting witches.
Will bedevil all the enemies.
Good evening, we are from Ukraine.

But what really brought in witches into the war is the event in Konotop, a small
city, that gained its fame due to Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnovianenko’s story about
witch trials “The Witch of Konotop” (1833)
On 2 March 2022, Russian troops tried to invade the city of Konotop. The
keyword is tried.
A woman came to the tank and said to a Russian soldier, “Do you know where
you are? It is Konotop. Here every second woman is a witch. Tomorrow you’ll
no longer be able to get your penis to stand. I am seriously telling you…”

The witches of Konotop are working. (City advertisement).

